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A brilliant concept! That’s exactly 
what French company AudioNec 
delivered to the world of audio 
with its new range of ‘Evo’  
speakers, first launched in 2019  
at the High-End show in Munich.

Despite AudioNec being a French company 
that builds its products in France, Evo is not a  
French word, it’s short for Evolve, because each Evo 
loudspeaker is a unique design that can ‘evolve’  
into an even-more superior loudspeaker.

AudioNec, a company founded just ten years 
ago by CEO Francis Chaillet, has come up with a 
concept whereby you can create a ‘starter’ system 
with an  ‘Evo #1’  speaker. Then, if at some time in 
the future, you decide you want louder and deeper 
bass than an Evo #1 can deliver, you can add an 
active subwoofer to each channel, in which case 
you have just evolved your Evo #1 into an Evo #2.

Want even-higher performance? Simply add 
four more modules and you have an Evo #3. Want 
to go the whole hog? Add a further eight modules 
and what was originally an entry-level Evo #1 is now 
a fully-evolved Evo #4.

You can even option in variants as you go, so 
whereas the standard Evo speakers have passive 
crossovers and do not have built-in amplifiers, 
you can opt for ‘AS’  (Active Subwoofer) versions in 
which the subwoofers are amplified and filtered 
actively. Additionally there are  ‘Signature’  versions 
that integrate with AudioNec’s DSPV4 digital signal 
processing system to offer system optimisation, 
acoustic room correction, digital crossovers and 
amplification.

Obviously, all four Evo models are available 
fully-fitted, with whatever options you want, if you’d 
prefer to dive in at the deep end.

Why is it such a brilliant concept? Because 
whereas if you buy a pair of conventionally-
designed loudspeakers and decide to upgrade, 
it doesn’t matter whether you manage the 
upgrade by selling those speakers privately or 

trading them in, you will take a financial hit 
because of depreciation. However if you buy into 
the AudioNec’s ‘Evo’ concept, upgrading them 
to get additional bass, higher sound pressure 
levels, reduced distortion and increased power-
handling does not involve selling them… just 
adding another speaker element, so rather than 
diminishing the value of your original investment 
in loudspeakers, you’ve actually increased its value. 
That has to be a win-win scenario in anyone’s 
language. For this review, I skipped past the entry-
level speaker so I could review the Evo #2 and also 
eschewed using the passive sub-bass module that 
comes standard with it in favour of the optional 
active sub-bass module… well, two sub-bass 
modules actually… one for each channel.

CHANGES, CHANGES
Despite being launched only a few months ago, 
the AudioNec’s Evo Series has already undergone 
at least one major upgrade, because the Evo 
models shown in Munich in May 2019 did not have 
what AudioNec dubs a  ‘super-tweeter’.  This is very 
easy to spot because if you look at any picture of 
an Evo #2 model taken at that show, you’ll see the 
top of the metal frame that supports the com-
pany’s unique ‘travelling wave’  (TW) wide-range 
DuoPole DS.31 driver is completely flat.

As you can see from the photographs 
accompanying this review, the AudioNec Evo #2 
that’s currently being sold in Australia not only 
has a ‘super-tweeter’ fitted, but has a completely 
different support frame for the DuoPole DS.31 
driver that has a semi-circular-shaped  ‘bump’  in 
the metal frame to accommodate the large circular 
hole in the frame into which the ‘super-tweeter’  
is inserted.

SUPERTWEETER
Externally, AudioNec’s ‘super-tweeter’ appears to be 
a conventional soft fabric-domed tweeter with an 
overall operating diameter of 38mm. 
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However, because the tweeter uses a ‘bump’ 
suspension made of the same fabric, the actual  
‘domed’ part of the tweeter is only 26mm in diame-
ter. The tweeters on my review pair showed signs of 
being rather hastily installed with the plate on the 
rear of one being so loose that air pressure from the 
rear of the tweeter could dislodge it when I played 
music at very high volume levels. This is obviously a 
teething problem that will not affect full production 
models! Located immediately below the tweeter, 
in the same metallic frame, is AudioNec’s unusual  
‘Duo-Pole’  driver, which looks very much like a 
half-opened book which has no printing on either 
page. That analogy isn’t too far off being accurate 
either, because the each  ‘pole’  is a sheet of paper 
that’s formed into a curve. In the centre, where the 
book’s  ‘spine’  would be, the two sheets are joined 
together and this is where they’re ‘driven’  by the  
‘voice-‘coil’ and the magnet structure. The other 
end of each  ‘page’  is fixed to the metal frame. 
The  ‘pages’  go through the speaker to the other 
side, where the arrangement is replicated, so the 
operation of the driver is dipolar.

THE DUOPOLE DS.31 DRIVER
AudioNec’s Duo-Pole driver may look very  
‘space age’  but the idea for a driver using its 
operating principle has been kicking around since 
1927 when, in the February issue of Hugo Gerns-
back’s famous US magazine Radio News, Clyde J. 
Fitch described a  ‘three foot roll type loudspeaker’ 
with ‘excellent tone quality’. Fitch’s concept became 
known as a ‘Travelling Wave’ (TW) driver.
     The mode of operation is that only one edge 
of the diaphragm (the curved section of paper) 
is driven, which creates a longitudinal wave in 
that diaphragm, which in turn creates transverse 
waves as it propagates along the membrane.  
The transverse waves are what move the air and 
cause sound.

As with many great ideas, it was easier to 
come up with the idea than it was to build a 
practical loudspeaker, with the result that many 
designers have attempted it over the years. One 
of the most persistent of these was US designer 
Paul Paddock, who developed his ‘Linæum’ 
driver in 1983, which was used in Optimus Pro 
LX5 speakers sold by US retail giant Radio Shack. 
After Radio Shack discontinued these speakers 
Paddock further developed the driver and it later 
re-surfaced on Impact’s Airfoil 5.2 loudspeaker 
system.

The operating principle of the travelling wave 
driver has been described various ways. Many say 
it has similarities to Dr Oskar Heil’s famous air-
motion transformer. Paddock says ‘you’re setting 
up a shock wave with a linear voice-coil along 
one edge of the diaphragm that ripples through 
the membrane.’  The late Jean-Michel Le Cléac’h 
described it as: ‘a complete membrane acting 
entirely as a double half-roll suspension.’ Possibly 
the most technically accurate description can be 
found in The Loudspeaker Handbook by  
John Eargle (ISBN 978-1-4757-5680-7).

In Europe, Swiss Audio Consulting developed 
a version of Fitch’s driver which it called the 
‘Rubanoide’, while at around the same time 
François Deminiere developed a travelling wave 
driver that was incorporated into the Janus 50 
Ruban speaker. At one point an  ‘add-on’  TW 
driver was available as a DIY kit of parts. Of 
all these versions, it is the one developed by 
Deminiere that looks most like the Duo-Pole 
drivers developed by Hervé Brasbin and Francis 
Chaillet at AudioNec—a version they describe 
as being: ‘a single wideband driver with a double 
cylinder-shaped membrane and a neodymium 
motor system that works in open air, is entirely 
symmetrical, and in AudioNec speakers, is used in a 
way one could describe as a “semi-dipole” in order to 
master and improve the stereo image.’

AudioNec’s 
unusual ‘Duo-

Pole’ driver looks 
very much like a 

half-opened book 
which has no 

printing on  
either page.
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The reason AudioNec’s Duo-Pole 3.1 so closely 
resembles Deminiere’s driver was revealed when I 
ran across a company profile of AudioNec dating 
from 2011 in which Joel Chevassus of 6 Moons—
who’d also noticed the resemblance—asked 
Francis Chaillet about it. Chaillet told Chevassus: 
‘Our biggest Answer speaker and the other models are 
all equipped with the Janus 50 driver which we build 
ourselves under license from François Deminière.  
We employ the Janus across its full bandwidth but 
extend the highs with a ribbon tweeter from 20kHz 
to 45kHz. The Janus 50 operates in dipole mode over 
the range from 200Hz to 20kHz. Ours is the latest 
evolution of this driver which was further enhanced by 
its designer on certain sensitive parameters. The paper 
membrane has been notably improved to completely 
resist ambient humidity. Its horn (i.e. the exterior sides) 
was optimised by the French TMS company.’

The particular travelling wave driver used in the 
Evo Series is a smaller version of AudioNec’s original 
Duo-Pole driver called the DuoPole DS.31 which 
has an operating bandwidth that AudioNec claims 
extends from 400Hz to 25kHz. However, when I say 
‘original Duo-Pole driver’ AudioNec actually builds 
not one, but three other larger  ‘original’  versions 
of the Duo-Pole driver, all of which have a 3dB 
downpoint frequency that is lower than that of the 
DS.31 (200Hz vs. 400Hz). AudioNec’s Diva XL V2 
and Diva XL models use a ‘Duo-Pole M1’ driver, the 
AudioNec Crystal V2 uses a ‘Duo-Pole M2 driver’, 
and the AudioNec Nova uses a ‘Duo-Pole M3’. 
Unlike Paddock’s travelling wave designs, which 
used a Mylar membrane, all AudioNec drivers have 
coated paper membranes. The Duo-Pole DS.31 is 
said to take its name from the height of the driver 
diaphragm, but the height of the diaphragm on my 
review model was just 25.5cm, not 31cm. The width 
was approximately 160mm.

BASS/LOWER MIDRANGE
The uppermost of the two white cabinets vis-
ible in the photographs of the Evo #2 contains a 
single passive bass/lower midrange driver. It has 
an overall diameter of 220mm, but its Thiele/Small 
diameter is 175mm, for an effective cone area (Sd) 
of 240cm². The cone is made from paper and has a 
standard half-roll rubber suspension. The dustcap 
is also made from paper. AudioNec says this driver 
delivers frequencies from 35Hz up to 400Hz, after 
which the Duo-Pole 3.1 takes over.

The bass/lower midrange driver is housed in 
a bass-reflex cabinet that is 450mm deep, 330mm 
wide and 365mm high. The rectangular bass reflex 
port is located at the rear of the cabinet, and 
measures 100mm wide by 25mm high.

SUBBASS CABINET
The lower of the two white cabinets is essentially 
an active bass-reflex subwoofer.  

IN A TRAVELLING WAVE 
DRIVER ONLY ONE EDGE 
OF THE DIAPHRAGM 
THE CURVED SECTIONS 
OF PAPER IS DRIVEN, 
WHICH CREATES A 
LONGITUDINAL WAVE 
IN THAT DIAPHRAGM, 
WHICH IN TURN CREATES 
TRANSVERSE WAVES AS 
IT PROPAGATES ALONG 
THE MEMBRANE.
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The single forward-facing driver is 280mm in 
diameter, with a Thiele/Small diameter of 215mm, 
for an effective cone area (Sd) of 363cm². Like the 
bass/lower midrange driver it, too, has a paper 
cone with paper dustcap and a rubber roll sur-
round. AudioNec says this driver covers the audio 
range from 18Hz to 35Hz.

The bass reflex port is located on the rear and 
is exactly the same size as the one on the bass/
lower midrange cabinet. Also on the rear is the 
plate amplifier that drives the sub-bass cabinet. 
It’s very simple, with just a single balanced input, 
labelled  ‘Analogue In’  and a single output, 
labelled  ‘Analogue Through’,  together with a USB 
input, a rotary volume control (labelled ‘Gain’) and 
a small pushbutton labelled ‘Select’.

The ‘Select’ button switches between three 
different factory-set equalisation curves. The 
curve selected is indicated by a row of green 
LEDs underneath labelled 0–3. In the first (1) 
position, the active bass unit delivers a flat 

response curve. The second position (2) rolls off 
the lowest frequencies and is intended, according 
to AudioNec: ‘to make the speakers useable in 
flats where excessive bass energy might disturb 
neighbours’. The third (3) position applies boost 
to the lowest frequencies. And that ‘0’ setting? It’s 
not accessible by users at all; it’s so AudioNec can 
access the DSP (via the USB input) and update 
the subwoofer firmware as necessary. (This is 
the reason the LEDs on settings 1–3 glow when 
selected, but the one at setting 0 does not.)

The ‘Gain’ switch has a detent point at its 
recommended ‘factory set’ point, but is  
otherwise uncalibrated, and has a smooth 
rotational action. AudioNec says that it  
enables ±12dB of adjustment.

IN USE AND LISTENING SESSIONS
The nature of the DuoPole DS.31’s design makes 
positioning of the Evo #2 speakers critical in or-
der to get the best sound. First, because the driv-
er is dipolar, there’s as much sound coming from 
the rear of the driver as the front, so the distance 
between the cabinet and the wall behind it will 
greatly affect sound quality, as will the material 
from which the wall is made, because both will 
affect the way the reflected sound is melded 
with the sound coming directly from the front 
of the Duo-Pole DS.31. If, for example, it’s a hard, 
solid surface (or glass) you’re going to get more 
reflected acoustic energy than otherwise.

Second, it’s absolutely critical that the 
seat in which you sit to listen to the Evo #2s is 
of a height that puts your ears at exactly the 
same height as the DuoPole DS.31 driver. This 
may mean that you have to buy new furniture 
because the height of the metal frame that 
supports the various driver modules cannot 
be adjusted, and the height of the modules 
cannot be altered inside the frame. The reason 
this is crucial is because the vertical dispersion 
of DuoPole 3.1 is very restricted: it will deliver its 
flattest response only when you’re directly on-
axis with it. Although this means that the ideal 
would be for your ears to be 84cm above the 
floor, my sessions showed that anywhere from 
76 to 110cm should be just fine.

My final note on positioning is that you will 
need to make sure the speakers are not located 
in a draught of any type, either from an open 
door or window, or an air-conditioning unit, 
because the diaphragm of the DuoPole DS.31 
is so ‘loose’ that its movement will be affected 
by air motion, which will in turn affect sound 
quality. The ‘exposed’ nature of the diaphragm 
is also such that the driver could potentially be 
damaged if it’s tugged or pulled by someone 
unfamiliar with its operation.

BECAUSE THE DUOPOLE DS.31 
DRIVER IS DIPOLAR, THERE IS 
AS MUCH SOUND COMING 
FROM THE REAR OF IT AS 
FROM THE FRONT, SO THE 
DISTANCE BETWEEN THE  
CABINET AND THE WALL 
 BEHIND IT WILL GREATLY 
AFFECT SOUND QUALITY, AS 
WILL THE MATERIAL FROM 
WHICH THE WALL IS MADE.
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SPECIFICATIONS
AUDIONEC EVO #2 

Price: $85,000 per pair
System Bandwidth: 18Hz–
25kHz
Sensitivity: 91dBSPL
Subwoofer Bandwidth: 
18–35Hz
Subwoofer Diameter: 
280mm
LF Driver Bandwidth: 35Hz–
400Hz
LF Driver Diameter: 220mm
DuoPole DS.31 Bandwidth: 
400Hz–25kHz
System Impedance: 8Ω 
(nominal)
Connectors: Double terminal 
block
Dimensions (HWD): 1120 × 
450 × 470mm
Weight: 76kg
Warranty: Two Years
Contact: Advance Audio on 
(02) 9561 0799 or visit  
www.advanceaudio.com.au

Hardly surprisingly, 
I found the ‘sound’ 
of the Evo #2 to be 

very different to that 
of a conventional 

dynamic driver…
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Hardly surprisingly, I found the  ‘sound’ of the 
Evo #2 to be very different to that of a conventional 
dynamic driver… and not even remotely close to 
the sound of an electrostatic speaker or a planar 
loudspeaker, which I would have imagined to be 
its nearest cousins. The sound was richer, warmer 
and more ‘full’ than I am used to hearing from all 
these speaker designs, and the sound-staging was 
deeper and more complex. The dynamism  
I heard was awesome, particularly with percussive 
instruments. I had my first hint of this from the 
very first track I played, when I heard the drum 
break that introduces a big band recording of 
Hawaiian War Chant. The realism of the drum kit 
was outstanding, so much so that the second 
the track was finished, I played Jim Keltner’s drum 
improvisation on the first track of Sheffield Lab’s 
famous ‘Drum and Track’ album. It wasn’t so much 
the sound of the kick drum that was so impressive 
(though it was certainly that) as the sound of the 
rack toms and snare. The clarity and crispness—
and sheer ‘snap’ of the impacts I heard whenever 
stick met skin was electrifyingly authentic. Add in 
the sizzle of the cymbals and it might have well 
as been Keltner playing right there in the room. 
The piano also being a percussive instrument, 
and the AudioNecs being French, I hauled out an 
old favourite, famous French pianist Jean-Bernard 
Pommier playing famous French composer 
Debussy’s Pour Le Piano (Virgin 790847-2), not least 
because this piece  ‘tellingly evokes the gongs and 
music of Java’  according to his student Mlle Worms 
de Romilly, to whom it was dedicated.  
The way Pommier stabs the keys in the lower 
octaves and also delivers a wonderful staccato 
perfectly contrasted against a superb glissando is 
masterful, and the Evo #2s were equally masterful 
in their delivery of it. Not for the first time  
I wondered at George Gershwin’s youthful 
chutzpah in knocking off the intro to the Prelude 
from Pour Le Piano for his ‘Rhapsody in Blue’ (listen 
all the way from one minute in to 1.30, if you’re 
interested).

Moving from one keyboard to another, I 
switched to pipe organ, indeed London’s own 
Temple Church organ which, with its three 32-ft 
stops, is the perfect instrument for Bach’s Toccata 
& Fugue in D Minor. This had the Evo #2’s bass and 
subbass drivers working hard, and they certainly 
rose to the occasion, raising the hairs on my 
spine every time in anticipation of hearing that 
thunderous low D in unison across pedals and 
manuals. Obviously no speaker can ever do justice 
to the sonic majesty of a pipe organ in full flight, 
but the Evo #2s made a very good fist of it.

The depth of the Evo #2s bass can be amply 
demonstrated by listening to the Allegro assai from 
Sir William Walton’s first symphony.  

I listened to the version on Telarc with André 
Previn and the Royal Philharmonic, on which the 
AudioNecs absolutely nailed the sonorous open 
strings of the double-basses, then backed up with 
some of the best kettledrum I’ve heard in the 
Maestoso. Chasing the Dragon’s recording of the 
Darbourne Ensemble singing Thomas Morley’s 
Nolo Mortem Peccatoris has recorded sibilances that 
are obvious no matter what speakers you use to 
play it, but I thought they were somewhat more 
obvious when I was listening to the AudioNec 
Evo #2s. Maybe it could have been because 
the speakers were not entirely run-in (they had 
fewer than 20 hours on them and AudioNec 
recommends a minimum of 200) but I also 
wondered also it were due to some interaction 
between the soundwaves produced by the 
DuoPole DS.31’s and those produced by the ‘super-
tweeter’ because despite AudioNec’s description 
of it as a ‘super-tweeter’, the ‘super-tweeters’ on my 
pair delivered significant audible output well down 
into the audio band, so they were actually acting as 
tweeters and working in the same frequency band 
as the DuoPole DS.31. This may have been the 
same reason that I found the Evo #2s did not suffer 
poorly recorded albums gladly… indeed if an 
album has been poorly recorded, you should listen 
to it through the Evo #2s at your peril! Switching 
to the late, great Amy Winehouse’s best album, I 
found the bass from the Evo #2 on You Know I’m 
So Good so over-powering in the mix that I had to 
turn down from the factory ‘0’ setting to restore 
the overall sonic balance, which showed me two 
things… firstly that the recording is ‘way too bass 
heavy (whatever speakers were they using for 
the mixdown?) and secondly that it can be really 
handy being able to adjust the level of bass from 
your speakers, as you can with the Evo #2s. By the 
time I reached the title track, Back to Black, I’d finally 
fine-tuned the bass to its rightful level and was 
admiring not only the crispness of the percussion 
(yep, again), but also the sound of Winehouse’s 
distinctive and unmistakeable voice.

CONCLUSION
You have to love the idea of a very small, very 
French company that is assembling artisanal 
loudspeakers entirely by hand coming up with the 
absolutely brilliant concept of building an upgrade-
able loudspeaker and then equipping it with what 
must be the world’s weirdest-looking and most un-
usual wideband driver. Indeed the whole concept 
is so quintessentially French that it’s unlikely that 
anyone in any other country in the world would 
even have thought of it—indeed most would have 
said it was impossible. But. as the French say,  
impossible n’est pas français… and the AudioNec 
Evo #2s certainly prove the truth of that! 
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